Abstract-Vulnerability
INTRODUCTION
Network security consists of the provisions and policies adopted by a network administrator to prevent and monitor unauthorized access to the network, misuse, modification, or denial of a computer network and network-accessible resources. Network security involves the authentication of access to data in a network, which is managed by the network administrator.
Network is of two types i.e. private and public.
Private network doesn't need Internet connectivity. In computer security, vulnerability is considered as weakness or flaws that allow an attacker to lessen a system's information assure. Vulnerability is the union of three elements: a system flaw, flaw accessed by attacker, and attacker capability to handle the flaw. To find vulnerability, attackers should have at least one applicable tool or technique that can help to find system weakness.
Here, vulnerability can be called as the attack surface.
A risk of security can be called as vulnerability.
Uncertainty can be led by the application of vulnerability. The risk is considered as a potential of a significant loss. When the affected asset has no 
LITERATURE SURVEY
A literature review is a text written by someone to consider the critical points of current knowledge including substantive findings, as well as theoretical and methodological contributions to a particular topic.
Buffer Overruns

Overview of the Vulnerability
In low-level language buffer overrun is recognized as a problem. The main problem is that program flow control information and user data are mixed for the sake of performance, and low-level languages allow direct access to application memory. Buffer overrun affects the two popular languages c and c++.
Buffer overrun is affects crash to the attacker gaining complete control of the application and if a high-level user using the application (root, administrator, or local system), then control of users who are currently logged on to a system and the operating system being logged on, or will log on, will be handled by the attacker. 
Spotting the Vulnerability Pattern
Below are the components to look at:
 Input, whether it is read from the network, from the command line or from a file.
 Data being transferred from meant input to internal structures.
 Unsafe string handling calls are used.
Testing Techniques to Find the Vulnerability
Fuzz testing, which means intending your application to use semi-random inputs, is recognized one of the effective testing techniques to use. Increasing the length of input strings while observing the behavior of the applications are tried.
The mismatches between input checking will result in relatively small windows of vulnerable code is what deserved sometime.
Format String Problems
Overview of the Vulnerability 
Spotting the Vulnerability Pattern
Any application that takes user input and passes it to a formatting function is potentially at risk. One very common instance of this vulnerability happens in conjunction with applications that log user input.
Additionally, some functions may apply formatting internally.
Testing Techniques to Find the Vulnerability
Pass formatting specifies into the application and sees if hexadecimal values are given back. For
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS
SYSTEM DESIGN
In System design we are considering the step as we are going to exploit the Vulnerability using following parameters.
Protocol Specification
 The state-of-art tools use protocol specification as manual approach.  The module executes all the test cases oneafter the other.
Target system and monitor
 The module continuously monitors the status of the server.
 E.g.: If the server is crashed, it informs to the attack injector module.
Vulnerability Report
 The attack injector executes the attack script.
 The script sends the attack traffic towards the server.
 If the server hanged or crashed due to the attack traffic, the monitor confirms the status.
 If status is as expected, the report is prepared as bug report.
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A System Architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and more views of a system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the structures of the system. 
IMPLIMENTATION Proactive Approach
We are first using Wire shark tool to capture packets and then we are Creating Database Tables   to store the Attack Generation, we are check that the ip address is of client or not if it of client it will create the payload for string and also for integer and it of server it will skip and find other ip addresses and send the payload data to the client ip.
Attack Injector, one array is created and it will store the injecting test cases and store into Status.dat file Remote Monitor, test case is monitored by the remote monitor by using test case no and which test case is running and after 10 seconds it will be terminated or it will not be opened and if it will server is crashed then it will be killed by monitor.
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CONCLUSION
We proposed a proactive web server protocol approach to detect vulnerability from web server so that confidential data. The penetration test case study that we have implemented effectively pivot through discovered ftp server parameters to achieve its goal. An effective security policy must limit at the lowest possible this information leakage.
Additionally, system and service configurations 
